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Chorus:[*HOT*] 
I'm in Love, With what we are, 
Not what we should be. 
And I'm, I'm starstruck. 
With every part, Of this whole story 

Verse1:[Eminem] 
I'm live again More than alive than I 
Have been in my whole life I can 
See these people's ears perks up as I begin 
To paz with the pen, I'm little bit sicker than, most 
Shit's gonna get thick again 
They say the competition is stiff 
But I get a hard dick from this shit, now stick I in 
I ain't ever giving in again 
Caution to the wind, complete freedom 
Look at these rappers, how I treat them 
So why the fuck would I join 
Them when I beat them 
They call me a freak because 
Like to spit on these pussies 'fore I eat them 
Man get these whack cocksuckers off stage 
Where the fuck is Kanye when you need him? 
Snatch the mic from him, bitch 
I'mma let you finish in a minute 
Yeah that rap was tigh But I'm 
About to spit the greatest verse of all time 
So you might want to go back to the lab tonight and um 
Scribble out them rhymes you were going to spit 
And start over from scratch and write new ones 
But I'm afraid that it ain't gonna make no difference 
When I rip this stage and tear it in half tonight 
It's an adrenaline rush to feel bass thump 
In the place all the way to the parking lot, fellow 
Set fire to the mic and ignite crowd 
You can see the sparks from hot metal 
Cold-hearted the day I Borgarted the game 
I so started to rock fellow 
When I'm not even in my harshest you can still get
roasted' 
Cause Marsh is not mellow 
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Chorus:[*HOT] 
I'm in Love, With what we are, 
Not what we should be. 
And I'm, I'm starstruck. 
With every part, Of this whole story 

Verse2:[B.O.B] 
I really don't know how long I've been doing this shit 
I guess 2010's the first year gave a shit 
I was the underdog so please excuse me a bit 
I need some space so someone please make me some
room in this bitch 
Cause I'm in Beast mode, feast mode 
Give me those beats I eat those all day I don't sleep no 
I don't even know what I got sheets for 
Them pillow cases and bed frames oh take that, don't
need those 
So high I don't get high, I don't even know what I got
weed for 
People I'm in beast mode, what'd you think I got these
teeth for 
Why do I rep that east side and why do they all call me
B.O 
But see I knw this beat for Anybody fed my ego 
Back in the hood in east shoals 
So we take hood wherever we go 
And please know, I am as loyal loyalty is when it's gave 
Dedicated, determined, dependable 
Yes I committed myself to the game 
Don't be letting them tell you them lies 
We make the industry real when it's fake 
So stay meditating so your head is facing into direction
that you aim bitch 

Chorus:[*HOT*] 
I'm in Love, With what we are, 
Not what we should be. 
And I'm, I'm starstruck. 
With every part, Of this whole story 
... 
I'm in Love, With what we are, 
Not what we should be. 
And I'm, I'm starstruck. 
With every part, Of this whole story
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